
SUPER YACHT SECURITY



ASSESS   
Testing from an internal and external network 
perspective to highlight weaknesses in both 

IT and OT systems onboard. Home, Family 
Office, The IOT (Internet of Things), Wifi  
and network-enabled devices, including  

physical access controls and camera systems, 
are all observed and assessed to provide  

a summary of threats. 

MONITOR   
24/7 security monitoring and threat analytics,  

monitoring specifically designed to look for threats to 
ships and yachts, bespoke intrusion alerts, deception 
and decoy technology, marine focused surveillance 

with immediate alert of  suspicious activity.  
Threat intelligence including Internet and dark web 

monitoring of clients, names, routes and targets,  
geolocation monitoring for social and web posts.

Our dependence on electronic communication 

and internet connectivity means that there are 

more avenues of attack for criminals who are 

actively targeting our personal and financial data, 

safety and reputation. 

Infosec Partners  provide expertise and managed 

services to some of the world’s largest and most 

sensitive businesses, high-profile individuals  

and families. 

PREPARE   
An integrated fabric of technical security controls to 
provide optimum Cyber Security threat protection.

We provide crisis management plans, breach  
scenario planning and rehearsed response  
protocols, training and awareness for crew  

and land-based staff and phishing and attack 
simulation tests.

RESPOND   
Expert cyber incident response and decision  

making in a crisis is available within 1 hour 24/7.   
First responders provide cyber forensics and crisis 

management along with technical response  
and remediation decisions. Including containment 

and identification of root cause for all alerts.

GLOBAL LIFESTYLE   
Advanced Protection and monitoring packages for both assets, family and crew including: guaranteed  

ransomware protection, secure operational and recreational communications, reputation and information  
protection and secured email, internet and all connected devices.



+44 (0)1256 893 662    maritime@infosecpartners.com    www.infosecpartners.com 
Long Barn, Tufton Warren, Whitchurch, Hampshire RG28 7RH

Contact Infosec Partners for a confidential chat.  Allow us to assess your current protection 
and help guide you towards a new integrated approach to on-board cyber security.
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